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FICTION: Espionage
 The Break Line, No. 1 (Mac McLean) Brabazon, James. Dispatched to Sierra Leone to help combat rebel forces
who are slaughtering innocent villagers, British intelligence operative and hardened assassin Max McLean searches
for the monster behind the attacks, only to be confronted by a deadly mistake from the past.
 The Moroccan Girl Cumming, Charles. A simple assignment for MI6 during a literary festival lands a successful
novelist on the trail of a revolutionary leader who is being targeted by the world's competing intelligence services.
 Mission Critical, No. 8 (Gray Man) Greaney, Mark. Traveling on a CIA transport plane where a mysterious man
in custody is being transported for a joint CIA-MI6 interrogation, Court Gentry assumes his identity as the Gray
Man operative when their group is attacked by kidnapping assassins.
FICTION: Fantasy
 The Kingdom of Copper, No. 2 (The Daevabad Trilogy) Chakraborty, S. A. A follow-up to the USA Today bestselling The City of Brass finds a trapped Nahri reluctantly embracing her power to safeguard her tribe, while an
exiled Ali accepts help from water spirits who unearth a family secret.
 Early Riser Fforde, Jasper. The best-selling author of the Nursery Crimes series imagines the reader as a firstwinter employee with the misfit Winter Consuls, who protect the world's hibernating masses until an outbreak of
viral nightmares starts triggering mysterious deaths.
 Black Leopard, Red Wolf, No. 1 (The Dark Star Trilogy) James, Marlon. Hired to find a mysterious boy who
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disappeared three years before, Tracker joins a search party that is quickly targeted deadly creatures, in the first
novel of a new trilogy from the author of A Brief History of Seven Killings.
 The Ruin of Kings, No. 1, (Chorus of Dragons) Lyons, Jenn. Raised on storybook tales of royal adventure, Kihrin
discovers his identity as the illegitimate son of a treasonous prince and is rendered a pawn in the royal family's
power schemes before embracing his anti-hero destiny.
 Endgames, No. 12 (Imager Portfolio) Modesitt, L. E. Surviving an assassination attempt, only to see the land of
Solidar descending into war, young ruler Charyn fights to end the turmoil that is giving the High Holders
disproportionate power over the realm's struggling commoners.
 Reckoning of Fallen Gods, No. 2 (Coven) Salvatore, R. A. The god-defeating Aoelyn and Talmadge, the trader she
saved at the cost of everything personal, become the defenders of their land when a fallen empire of fanatics
reemerges to claim the world they believe is their own.
FICTION: General
 Golden Child Adam, Claire. Working exhausting hours in their rural Trinidad home, the family of a petroleum
plant worker is shattered by the disappearance of a troubled twin son whose fate forces his father to make a
devastating choice.
 When You Read This Adkins, Mary. After his friend, Iris, dies from a terminal illness at age 33, PR genius Smith
Simonyi teams up with Iris’ sister, Jade, to make Iris’ final request—to get her blog posts published as a book—a
reality.
 Leading Men Castellani, Christopher. A life-changing encounter among Tennessee Williams, his lover Frank Merlo
and a taciturn Swedish beauty at a 1953 Truman Capote party culminates in deathbed revelations about Williams'
final play a decade later.
 The Last Romantics Conklin, Tara. A fictional poet describes the Connecticut summer when she and her siblings
ran wild as the inspiration for her most iconic work.
 Elsey Come Home Conley, Susan. Agreeing to attend a mountain retreat with her estranged husband, an alcoholic
artist living China rediscovers herself through new friendships that help her confront the deep-rooted ghosts of her
childhood.
 The Falconer Czapnik, Dana. In 1993 New York, 17-year-old street-smart, trash-talking baller Lucy Adler finds her
comfortable life playing pick-up games with her unrequited love, Percy, thrown into turmoil when a pair of female
artists draw her into their world.
 Willa & Hesper Feltman, Amy. A story told from alternating perspectives traces the whirlwind romance of two
women who are separated when one returns home to uncover her grandfather's story and the other heartbrokenly
embarks on a Holocaust tour.
 The Curiosities Gloss, Susan. As she tries to have a baby with her husband, Nell Parker takes command of an art
colony full of eccentrics.
 The Care and Feeding of Ravenously Hungry Girls Gray, Anissa. When their formidably strong-willed eldest
sister is arrested, abruptly transitioning their family from respectability to disgrace, two younger sisters confront
complicated dynamics in their family and identities to uncover what really happened.
 Late in the Day Hadley, Tessa. When their close friend, Lydia, who is inconsolable after the death of her husband,
Zach, moves in with them, Christine and Alex find love and sorrow giving way to anger and bitterness, warping
their relationships as old entanglements and grievances rise from the past.







The Accidental Further Adventures of the Hundred-year-old Man, No. 2 (The Hundread-year-old Man)
Jonasson, Jonas. When a hot air balloon ride results in a diplomatic crisis of epic proportions, 100-year-old Allan
Karlsson and his irresistible sidekick Julius embark on yet another hilarious adventure.
Unmarriageable Kamal, Soniah. A retelling of Pride and Prejudice, set in modern-day Pakistan, finds a practicalminded teacher from a family of sisters evaluating her resolve never to marry after encountering a brusque but
compelling man during a series of lavish wedding parties.
The White Book Kang, Han. A lyrical exploration of personal grief, conveyed through the prism of the color white,
finds a nameless writer grappling with a haunting family tragedy involving the infancy death of her older sister.
99 Nights in Logar Kochai, Jamil Jan. A trepidatious return visit to a family compound in Afghanistan finds a
disastrous encounter with a terrifying but beloved guard dog leading to a 12-year-old boy's mythology-laced search
through the landscape of contemporary Logar.
Talent Lapidos, Juliet. An English grad student struggling with her dissertation about the intellectual history of
inspiration desperately searches for a perfect case study to anchor her thesis, only to find it in the unlikeliest of
places.
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Where Reasons End: A Story Cycle Li, Yiyun. The award-winning author of Kinder Than Solitude draws on
her experiences of losing a child to suicide in a poignant tribute to the love and complexities of parent-child
bonds that reimagines an urgent conversation between a mother and teenage son.
 Such Good Work Lichtman, Johannes. Prompted by his drug addiction and latest dismissal to relocate to 2015
Sweden, a creative-writing instructor volunteers to teach Swedish to Middle Eastern refugees, including one who
challenges his views about making an actual difference.
 Good Riddance Lipman, Elinor. Discarding her late mother's cherished and heavily annotated high school
yearbook, Daphne is entangled in a series of absurdities when the yearbook is discovered by a busybody
documentary filmmaker.
 The Heavens Newman, Sandra. A New Yorker named Kate often dreams she is transported to the past—where she
lives a second life as Emilia, the mistress of a nobleman in Elizabethan England—but soon, the dream becomes
increasingly real and compelling until it threatens to overwhelm her life.
 A Dog Called Jack Pembroke, Ivy. Abandoned dog Jack finds a collective family in the residents of Christmas
Street—a group of people who just might need Jack as much as he needs them.
 The Secret of Clouds Richman, Alyson. An English teacher with haunting childhood memories gains perspective
and inspiration while tutoring a young Ukrainian immigrant whose serious health issues prevent him from taking
any day for granted.
 The Study of Animal Languages Stern, Lindsay. A logic-driven professor of philosophy is forced by a series of
crises to confront a growing estrangement in his marriage to his free-spirited, passionate biolinguistics pioneer wife.
 House of Stone Tshuma, Novuyo Rosa. After their son, Bukhosi, disappears in the chronic turmoil of modern
Zimbabwe, Abednego and Agnes Mlambo receive help from their enigmatic lodger, Zamani.
 The Inbetween Days Woods, Eva. A comatose woman revisits memories from her past, but will she get a second
chance at life, love and happiness?
FICTION: Historical
 That Churchill Woman Barron, Stephanie. A tale inspired by the life of Winston Churchill's scandal-marked
American mother follows the experiences of a wealthy and fiercely independent New Yorker whose whirlwind
romance with a duke's son sweeps her disruptively into British royalty and politics.
 The Victory Garden Bowen, Rhys. Marrying an Australian pilot during World War I, Emily volunteers to tend the
neglected grounds of a Devonshire estate where she finds inspiration and support in an herbalist's long-forgotten
journals.
 The Weight of a Piano Cander, Chris. An immigrant from the Soviet Union and an orphaned mechanic find their
lives fatefully linked across half a century of history by a German Blüthner piano.
 The Night Tiger Choo, Yangsze. A vivacious dance-hall girl in 1930s colonial Malaysia is drawn into unexpected
danger by the discovery of a severed finger that is being sought by a young houseboy who would protect his late
master's soul.
 The Eulogist Gamble, Terry. In pre-Civil War Ohio, Irish immigrants James, Olivia and Erasmus Givens must fend
for themselves after they lose their mother to childbirth and their father boards a riverboat to New Orleans.
 The Falcon of Sparta Iggulden, Conn. The best-selling author of the Emperor series places his latest epic in an
ancient Persian empire torn by civil war, where a young soldier leads his decimated Spartan army in a confrontation
against an absolute monarch's legendary warriors.
 The Lost Girls of Paris Jenoff, Pam. After discovering an abandoned, photograph-filled suitcase in Grand Central
Station in 1946 a young widow sets out to discover who they are in this new novel from the New York Times bestselling author of the Orphan's Tale.
 Irish Above All Kelly, Mary Pat. When she captures the moment an assassin's bullet narrowly misses Presidentelect Franklin Roosevelt, an Irish-American photographer enters a world of international intrigue and danger
involving larger-than-life historical figures.
 Finding Dorothy Letts, Elizabeth. Reimagines the story behind the creation of The Wonderful Wizard of Oz from
the perspective of L. Frank Baum's intrepid wife, whose hardscrabble life on the Dakota prairie inspires her
husband's masterpiece and her advocacy of an exploited Judy Garland.
 The Wartime Sisters Loigman, Lynda Cohen. Reunited after an estrangement at the beginning of World War II,
two Brooklyn sisters, one an officer's wife, the other a widow and factory laborer, are shattered by the revelations of
a mysterious figure from the past.
 Bowlaway McCracken, Elizabeth. An unconventional New England family faces scandal, inheritance battles and
questions of paternities as viewed through their three generations of owning and operating a candlepin bowling alley
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in the town of Salford, Massachusetts.
Landfall Mallon, Thomas. The award-winning author of Watergate reimagines the turbulent second term and
political relationships of a mercurial President George W. Bush from the perspectives of two West Texans with
disparate ideological views.
 At the Wolf's Table Postorino, Rosella. Trans by Leah Janeczko. Forced to risk her life every day as a taster at
Hitler's secret headquarters, Rosa and a growing sisterhood of involuntary women conscripts navigate Nazi fanatics,
an SS guard's unwanted attentions and the escalating war.
 The Age of Light Scharer, Whitney. A debut novel inspired by the life of the Vogue model-turned-renowned
photographer finds Lee Miller relocating to 1929 Paris, where she becomes the muse and colleague of the mercurial
Surrealist, Man Ray.
 American Spy Wilkinson, Lauren. A Cold War FBI intelligence officer joins an undercover task force to seduce a
revolutionary African Communist president she secretly admires and comes to love, in a debut novel inspired by
true events.
 American Pop Wright, Snowden. This irresistible blend of fact and fiction, the mundane and mythical, follows the
Forsters, founders of the world’s first major soft-drink company, through more than a century of American cultural
history.
FICTION: Mystery & Detective
 Watcher in the Woods, No. 4 (Casey Duncan) Armstrong, Kelley. When a suspicious U.S. marshal shows up
demanding the release of a Rockton resident only to be found murdered hours later, detective Casey and sheriff
Dalton race to identify the killer and prevent additional deaths.
 The Golden Tresses of the Dead, No. 10 (Flavia de Luce) Bradley, Alan. Setting up shop to solve crimes, 12-yearold Flavia de Luce, aided by trusty gardener Dogger, investigates a grisly discovery in her older sister's wedding
cake.
 A Case of Bier, No. 31 (Bed-and-Breakfast Mysteries) Daheim, Mary. Innkeeper and amateur sleuth Judith
McMonigle Flynn’s plans for a relaxing vacation go awry when she realizes her fellow guests have a different kind
of getaway planned.
 No Sunscreen for the Dead, No. 22 (Serge Storms) Dorsey, Tim. Serge's visit to a scandal-tainted Florida
retirement village turns into a Robin Hood-like crusade to save the residents' stolen funds, an effort challenged by
two nosy detectives.
 Murders and Metaphors, No. 3 (Magical Bookshop Mysteries) Flower, Amanda. Niagara-region booksellers
Violet Waverly and Grandma Daisy sleuth the slaying of a sommelier whose book signing turned into her sayonara.
 The Crooked Street, No. 3 (Frost Easton) Freeman, Brian. When a friend becomes the latest victim in a string of
murders linked by bizarre crime-scene snake paintings, San Francisco homicide detective Frost Easton is drawn into
a cat-and-mouse game with the most formidable adversary of his career.
 Past Due for Murder, No. 3 (Blue Ridge Library Mysteries) Gilbert, Victoria. After a young woman goes
missing during a spring bonfire, library director Amy Webber must wade through the web of lies only to find a truth
that she may not want to untangle.
 Death by Chocolate Malted Milkshake, No. 2 (Death by Chocolate Mysteries) Graves, Sarah. Preparing a
wedding order for Eastport, Maine's favorite couple, Jake and Ellie investigate when the betrotheds wind up behind
bars after the poisoning of an ex and a baffling confession.
 The Lost Man Harper, Jane. Meeting at the remote fence line separating their cattle ranches on an isolated belt of
the Australian outback, two brothers navigate the haunting realities of the isolation that ended their third brother's
life.
 A Murderous Marriage, No. 4 (Lady and Lady's Maid) Maxwell, Alyssa. When her sister Julia’s new—and
much older—husband is found dead the morning after their hasty marriage, Lady Phoebe Renshaw and her lady’s
maid must race against time to catch a killer before the Renshaws' social standing is irreparably damaged by a
murder charge.
 Restoration Heights Medearis, Wil. A young white artist living in an historically black Brooklyn neighborhood
besieged by gentrification, Reddick investigates disappearance of his friend, Hannah, which draws him into a manylayered mystery that lays bare the complicated machinations of money and power.
 The Chef Patterson, James, with Max DiLallo. Accused of committing murder in the line of duty, detective Caleb
Rooney of the New Orleans PD uses the contacts from his moonlighting job as a celebrity food-truck chef to counter
a terrorist plot.
 Connections in Death: An Eve Dallas Novel, No. 48 (In Death) Robb, J. D. Helping to build a new school and
youth shelter, homicide cop Eve Dallas and her husband enlist the aid of a child psychologist whose rehabilitated
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brother is found dead under suspicious circumstances.
No Mercy, No. 2 (Ellery Hathaway) Schaffhausen, Joanna. A follow-up to The Vanishing Season finds police
officer Ellery Hathaway and FBI profiler Reed Markham tackling two difficult cases involving a brutally elusive
rapist and a support group member who may have helped convict an innocent man.
 The Reckoning, No. 2, (Children's House) Sigurdardottir, Yrsa. A follow-up to The Legacy finds detective Huldar
and child psychologist Freyja investigating the disappearance of a schoolgirl who was last seen in the company of a
disabled classmate.
 Trigger (Frank Marr) Swinson, David. Working as a vigilante robbing drug dealers after achieving hard-won
sobriety, retired cop-turned-private investigator Frank Marr is drawn back into the world of police corruption to
prove an old friend's innocence.
 The Fire Court Taylor, Andrew. A follow-up to The Ashes of London finds traitor's son James Marwood and
despised regicide's daughter Cat Lovett navigating Restoration London to stop a killer who is threatening the future
of the city.
 The Black Ascot, No. 21, (Inspector Ian Rutledge) Todd, Charles. An unexpected tip lands Inspector Ian Rutledge
on the trail of a suspect behind a royal horse-race murder, only to find his own sanity brought into question by
shocking events.
FICTION: Romance
 Moonlight Scandals, No. 3 (de Vincent) Armentrout, Jennifer L. When a brutal attack on her friend is linked to the
notorious de Vincent family, ghost hunter Rosie Herpin longs to solve the mystery of darkly seductive Devlin de
Vincent, who makes her wildest fantasies come true.
 Letters From Peaceful Lane (New Americana) Dailey, Janet. In the rugged Ozarks of Branson, Missouri, a
woman struggles to save her marriage—and finds answers from an unexpected source.
 Governess Gone Rogue, No. 1 (Dear Lady Truelove) Guhrke, Laura Lee. Disguising herself as a man to score her
dream job—being the tutor for the Earl of Kenyon’s wild young sons, Miss Amanda Leighton, when her deception
is exposed, vows to teach the Earl some lessons in love, seduction and second chances.
 I Owe You One Kinsella, Sophie. Struggling to hold her late father's business together in spite of her less-motivated
siblings, Fixie Farr cashes in an IOU from a handsome stranger to find employment for her childhood crush.
 The Conspiracy, No. 1 (Maximum Security) Martin, Kat. Investigating the disappearance of his best friend, the
wealthy owner of a security firm uncovers unscrupulous business dealings at the same time he compromises his
beliefs by falling for his friend's sister.
 More Than Words Santopolo, Jill. A woman mourning the death of her hotel owner father and reeling from an
astounding secret finds herself caught between the world of her longtime boyfriend and her passionate boss.
 99 Percent Mine Thorne, Sally. A twin sister and brother struggle over an inheritance, with a sexy best friend
coming between them.
FICTION: Science Fiction
 The Psychology of Time Travel Mascarenhas, Kate. The granddaughter of a noted time-travel scientist is alarmed
when she receives a mysterious newspaper clipping from the future reporting the murder of a woman who just may
be her.
FICTION: Story Collections
 This Is Not a Love Song Mathews, Brendan. A first collection by the author of The World of Tomorrow includes
the stories, "My Last Attempt to Explain to You What Happened with the Lion Tamer" and "Airborne."
FICTION: Suspense
 No Exit Adams, Taylor. Trapped at a Colorado rest stop with four strangers during a snowstorm, Darby Thomas
must figure out which of them kidnapped the girl locked in a crate in the van parked next to Darby's car.
 The Silhouette Girl Andrews, V. C. A woman with a thriving career in nursing begins receiving calls from a
glamorous stranger who seems to know her past secrets, a situation that escalates into a wrongful murder charge.
 The Stranger Inside Benedict, Laura. A woman arrives home to discover a stranger living in her house, claiming he
has legally leased her property before revealing he knows a secret from her past involving the death of her sister.
 Suspicious Minds, No. 1 (Stranger Things) Bond, Gwenda. A prequel to the hit Netflix series explores several of
the show's mysteries and includes details about Eleven's mother and her time as a test subject in the MKUltra
program.
 Once a Liar Brady, A. F. A high-powered sociopath meets his reckoning when he’s accused of the brutal murder of
his mistress.
 The Winter Sister Collins, Megan. Haunted by her sister's unsolved death 16 years earlier, Sylvie returns home to
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care for her ailing mother and navigates complicated feelings of suspicion and guilt when she encounters her late
sister's former boyfriend.
The Dead Ex Corry, Jane. A man's disappearance throws the lives of four women into chaos, including his ex-wife,
who struggles to prove her innocence in spite of an unreliable memory.
What Doesn't Kill Her, No. 2 (Cape Charade) Dodd, Christina. A follow-up to Dead Girl Running finds unlikely
survivor Kellen Adams defending against an unimaginable menace in order to protect the family she never knew.
The Killer Collective, No. 3, (Livia Lone) Eisler, Barry. When a joint FBI-Seattle Police investigation into an
international child pornography ring gets too close to powerful enemies, sex-crimes detective Livia Lone becomes
the target of a hit that is offered to a retired John Rain.
Judgment Finder, Joseph. Sharing a one-night stand with a gentle stranger during a moment of weakness, a state
superior court judge reencounters the man during a high-profile case and discovers that a conspiracy is threatening
her family and federal court prospects.
Never Tell, No. 10 (D. D. Warren & Flora Dane) Gardner, Lisa. While D. D. Warren investigates a pregnant
woman's suspicious role in the murders of her father and husband, Flora draws on her own haunted past to identify
an unsettling link to one of the victims.
The Perfect Liar Greene, Thomas Christopher. A seemingly idyllic second marriage between a charismatic artist
and a strong-willed single mother becomes subject to dark secrets and the manipulations of an anonymous adversary
who leaves them sinister messages.
The Girl in the Glass Box, No. 16, (Jack Swyteck) Grippando, James. Miami attorney Jack Swytech lands in the
heart of a contentious immigration debate when he takes on the heart-wrenching case of an undocumented
immigrant who has fled to America to safeguard family lives.
The Wedding Guest, No. 34, (Alex Delaware) Kellerman, Jonathan. Psychologist Alex Delaware and LAPD
homicide detective Milo Sturgis investigate the morbidly staged murder of an unknown young woman at a run-down
former strip joint during a raucous Saints and Sinners-themed wedding reception.
What We Did Kent, Christobel. Hiding the childhood sexual abuse she endured at the hands of a predatory teacher,
Bridget orchestrates a long-awaited retribution when her abuser begins stalking both her and a vulnerable teen.
Stalker, No. 5 (Joona Linna) Kepler, Lars. Trans by Neil Smith. Two sadistic murders by a killer who would play
games with the police prompt Swedish detective Joona Linna and trauma hypnotherapist Erik Maria Bark for a case
with disturbing ties to a years-old conviction.
The Secretary Knight, Renee. Serving 20 years as the Personal Assistant to the celebrated Mina Appleton, and
amassing many, many secrets, Christine Butcher, discovering that years of loyalty and discretion come with a high
price, shows everyone why they should never underestimate a steadfast woman.
The Smiling Man, No. 2 (Aidan Waits) Knox, Joseph. A follow-up to Sirens finds damaged Manchester PD
detective Aidan Waits investigating the murder of a man with no identifying marks except an unsettling smile, a
case that is complicated by all-too-personal attacks.
Don't Wake Up Lawler, Liz. Dr. Alex Taylor awakens after an assault with no physical proof of the attack and must
try to convince everyone of what really happened.
House Arrest, No. 13 Lawson, Mike. A fixer for a congressman is framed for the murder of the House Majority
Whip and must rely on his friend, an ex-DIA agent, to find the real killer in the latest addition to the series following
House Witness.
American Heroin, No. 2 (Lola Vasquez) Love, Melissa Scrivner. A stand-alone follow-up to the Edgar Awardnominated Lola finds South Central Los Angeles gang leader Lola rising to a position of wealth and security before
attracting the attentions of a dangerous rival cartel.
The Silent Patient Michaelides, Alex. A therapist becomes dangerously obsessed with uncovering the truth about
what prompted his client, an artist who refuses to speak, to violently murder her husband in a way that triggers mass
public speculation.
I Invited Her in Parks, Adele. When Mel receives an unexpected email from her oldest friend, Abi, who is looking
for a place to stay for a few days, it brings back memories she thought she had buried forever.
Careless Love, No. 25 (DCI Banks) Robinson, Peter. Detective Superintendent Alan Banks and his crack
investigation team investigate two suspicious deaths that are complicated by a shocking revelation and the return of
an old enemy.
Say You're Sorry, No. 1 (Sacramento) Rose, Karen. A special agent receives a vital piece of evidence on a cold
case from a woman whose fighting skills helped her escape a serial killer still on the loose.
The Good Lie, No. 2, (Peter Rena) Rosenstiel, Tom. While secretly investigating the bombing of an American
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military base overseas, political fixer Peter Rena and his partner, Randi Brooks, are caught in between foreign
intelligence, national security and the media when their investigation is blown wide open.
 The Woman Inside Scott, E. G. A compelling domestic thriller of secrets and revenge traces the psychologically
charged perspectives of a husband and wife who are both the most perfect and the most dangerous match for each
other.
 Forget You Know Me Strawser, Jessica. Hoping to end an estrangement with her best friend, Liza panics when
their video call is interrupted by a masked invader before her friend calls back later, pretending nothing has
happened.
 The Hiding Place Tudor, C. J. A teacher with a hidden agenda returns to a school he once attended to settle old
scores only to uncover a secret with dark, unimaginable consequences.
 The Nowhere Child White, Christian. A young woman's life is turned upside down when she discovers that she
may have been abducted in early childhood by her recently deceased mother, in a U.S. release of an award-winning
debut from Australia.
 Golden State Winters, Ben. A veteran of the Speculative Service in an alternate-world California where the law and
truth are valued above all else uses his rare authority to question the facts when truth enforcement is manipulated for
corrupt purposes.
FICTION: Westerns
 Cutthroats, No. 1 (Cuttthroat Westerns) Johnstone, William W. and Johnstone, J. A. Lifetime outlaws Jimmy
"Slash" Braddock and Melvin "Pecos Kid" Baker are ready to call it quits, but when the younger members of their
gang rebel, they must pull one last job to finance a retirement far away from the long arm of the law.
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ----------------------------------NONFICTION: Business & Economics
 Merchants of Truth: The Business of News and the Fight for Facts Abramson, Jill. A definitive report on the
disruption of the news media over the last decade draws on expert insights to trace two legacy and two upstart
companies as they transitioned through a revolution of technology and economics.
 From the Ground Up: A Journey to Reimagine the Promise of America Schultz, Howard. The founder of
Starbucks shares his dramatic, untold personal story—from his childhood in Brooklyn’s housing projects to his rise
as a business icon—and lays out his vision for how companies can improve their social impact.
NONFICTION: Education
 The Orchid and the Dandelion: Why Some Children Struggle and How All Can Thrive Boyce, W. Thomas. A
leading researcher and pioneer of pediatric health shares strategic recommendations for teachers, developmental
helpers and caregivers on how to work in more nurturing, environmentally supportive and customized ways for
children with developmental challenges ranging from anxiety to ADHD.
NONFICTION: Family & Relationships
 Better Apart: The Radically Positive Way to Separate Hartley, Gabrielle & Brower, Elena. Blending practical
advice from a legal perspective together with spiritual wisdom, the authors provide a simple five-step process that
uses original meditations, perspective-shifting exercises and fresh suggestions to help navigate the common legal
and emotional pitfalls of divorce.
 Brown, White, Black: An American Family at the Intersection of Race, Gender, Sexuality, and Religion
Mehra, Nishta J. An essay collection by the Blue Jean Gourmet blogger describes how her experiences as an IndianAmerican, the wife of a white Christian woman and the mother of an adopted black son have been challenged by
rigid cultural family norms.
NONFICTION: Health & Fitness
 Keto Diet: Your 30-Day Plan to Lose Weight, Balance Hormones, Fight Inflammation, and Reverse Disease
Axe, Josh. The best-selling author of Eat Dirt outlines a 30-day, step-by-step plan that offers scientific insights and
shares dozens of satisfying keto-diet recipes for losing weight, reducing inflammation and bolstering health.
 Cultured: How Ancient Foods Can Feed Our Microbiome Courage, Katherine Harmon. The science journalist
author of Octopus! draws on ancient food traditions and the latest research on healthy gut maintenance to explain the
role of the microbiome and how to adapt a diet to promote optimal microbiome balance.
 Heart Solution for Women: A Proven Program to Prevent and Reverse Heart Disease Menolascino, Mark. A
leading internal medicine doctor on the front lines of cardiac research outlines a program for alleviating heart
disease as it presents in women patients, addressing the factors that cause early signs to go unrecognized.
 31-day Food Revolution: Heal Your Body, Feel Great, and Transform Your World Robbins, Ocean. Foreword
by Joel Fuhrman. A one-month plan for transitioning to a healthy, ethical and sustainable diet reveals food-industry
secrets that contribute to illness, outlining strategies for implementing more satisfying, sugar-free nutrition from
plant-based sources.
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The Magic Feather Effect: The Science of Alternative Medicine and the Surprising Power of Belief Warner,
Melanie. The acclaimed author of Pandora’s Lunchbox and former New York Times reporter takes a deep dive
into the world of alternative medicine and the surprising science that explains why it may work.
NONFICTION: History
 Women: Our Story DK Pub. A celebration of the pivotal but less-recognized roles women have played in culture
and society incorporates sumptuous illustrations into a reexamination of history from a female perspective.
 Unexampled Courage: The Blinding of Sgt. Isaac Woodard and the Awakening of President Harry S.
Truman and Judge J. Waties Waring Gergel, Richard. Documents the 1946 case of decorated African-American
veteran Isaac Woodard, whose victimization by police brutality prompted Harry Truman to establish the first
presidential commission on civil rights and order the desegregation in the U.S. armed forces.
 Midnight in Chernobyl: The Untold Story of the World's Greatest Nuclear Disaster Higginbotham, Adam.
Draws on 20 years of research, recently declassified files and interviews with first-person survivors in an account of
the 1986 Chernobyl nuclear power plant disaster that also reveals how propaganda and secrets have created
additional dangers.
 Milk of Paradise: A History of Opium Inglis, Lucy. The creator of the award-winning Georgian London blog
presents an authoritative history of opium that explores its many uses and controversies, covering subjects ranging
from the heroin underworld to the development of synthetic opiates.
 Separate: The Story of Plessy v. Ferguson, and America's Journey From Slavery to Segregation Luxenberg,
Steve. The award-winning author of Annie's Ghosts documents the story of the infamous 19th-century Supreme
Court ruling in favor of segregation, tracing the half-century of history that shaped the ruling and the reverberations
that are still being felt today.
 The New Rules of War: Victory in the Age of Durable Disorder McFate, Sean. The Georgetown University
professor of national defense and author of Shadow War draws on his expertise as an elite military veteran to outline
a provocative exploration of modern warfare that makes controversial recommendations for establishing peace.
 Spearhead: The World War II Odyssey of an American Tank Gunner Makos, Adam. The best-selling author of
A Higher Call documents the lesser-known story of a World War II tank platoon and the gentle soldier behind the
immortalized film footage of history's iconic duel at the great cathedral in Cologne.
 Cuba Libre!: Che, Fidel, and the Improbable Revolution That Changed World History Perrottet, Tony. The
author of The Sinner's Grand Tour chronicles the events of the Cuban Revolution while profiling the pivotal figures
at the center of the guerilla uprising, including Che Guevara, Fidel Castro and their rebel supporters.
 The Heartbeat of Wounded Knee: Native America From 1890 to the Present Treuer, David. An anthropologist's
chronicle of Native American life from the Wounded Knee massacre to the present traces the unprecedented
resourcefulness and reinvention of distinct tribe cultures that assimilated into mainstream life to preserve Native
identity.
NONFICTION: Language Arts & Disciplines
 Dreyer's English: An Utterly Correct Guide to Clarity and Style Dreyer, Benjamin. A witty, authoritative guide
to writing by the leading Twitter language guru and veteran Random House copy chief shares playful lessons on
better writing that cover usage questions ranging from the series comma to split infinitives.
NONFICTION: Literary Collections
 The Source of Self-Regard: Selected Essays, Speeches, and Meditations Morrison, Toni. An anthology of the
Nobel Prize-winning writer's essays, speeches and commentary on society, culture and art includes her powerful
prayer for the dead of 9/11, her searching meditation on Martin Luther King, Jr. and her poignant eulogy for James
Baldwin.
NONFICTION: Music
 Walk This Way: Run-dmc, Aerosmith, and the Song That Changed American Music Forever Edgers, Geoff.
A Washington Post staff writer takes a deep dive into the story behind "Walk This Way," Aerosmith and RunDMC’s legendary, groundbreaking mashup that forever changed music.
NONFICTION: Nature
 No Beast So Fierce: The Terrifying True Story of the Champawat Tiger, the Deadliest Animal in History
Huckelbridge, Dane. Provides a true account of the deadliest animal of all time, the Champawat Tiger—responsible
for killing more than 400 hundred humans in northern India in the first decade of the 20th century—and the hunter
who finally brought it down.
NONFICTION: Parenting
 Under Pressure: Confronting the Epidemic of Stress and Anxiety in Girls Damour, Lisa. An urgent guide by the
clinical-psychologist author of the best-selling Untangled shares anecdotal reassurance about how to protect today's
girls from rising rates of unhealthy anxiety and stress, sharing critical steps for safeguarding against toxic cultural
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pressure.
The Enchanted Hour: The Miraculous Power of Reading Aloud in the Age of Distraction Gurdon, Meghan
Cox. A Wall Street Journal writer looks at how reading aloud makes adults and children smarter, happier, healthier,
more successful and more closely attached, even as technology pulls in the other direction.
NONFICTION: Performing Arts
 The Wild Bunch: Sam Peckinpah, a Revolution in Hollywood, and the Making of a Legendary Film Stratton,
W. K. For the 50th anniversary of the film, the author chronicles the making of The Wild Bunch, named one of the
greatest Westerns of all time by the American Film Institute.
NONFICTION: Personal Finance
 Downhill From Here: Retirement Insecurity in the Age of Inequality Newman, Katherine S. A sharp
examination of today's troubled state of retirement in America shares sobering insights into how the real estate crash
and limited social security are preventing retirement and inducing widespread poverty in aging Baby Boomers.
 The Dumb Things Smart People Do with Their Money: Thirteen Ways to Right Your Financial Wrongs
Schlesinger, Jill. The Emmy Award-nominated CBX News business analyst and host of Jill on Money explores the
common mistakes that intelligent people make with money, drawing on heartfelt stories to identify psychological
blind spots that contribute to personal finance difficulties.
NONFICTION: Philosophy
 Aristotle's Way: How Ancient Wisdom Can Change Your Life Hall, Edith. The renowned classicist and author
of Introducing the Ancient Greeks explores Aristotle's inquiries into subjective happiness and the lasting, achievable
state of contentment that he believed should be the ultimate goal of human life.
NONFICTION: Political Science
 Let Me Finish: Trump, the Kushners, Bannon, New Jersey, and the Power of In-Your-Face Politics Christie,
Chris. The controversial former governor and presidential candidate traces his rise to power through the bareknuckle politics of New Jersey, describes his long friendship with Donald Trump and shares frank insights into the
current administration.
 Try Common Sense: Replacing the Failed Ideologies of Left and Right Howard, Philip K. The founder of the
Common Good nonprofit and author of The Rule of Nobody critiques the ideologies of both Republicans and
Democrats, outlining a radically simplified government that empowers everyday Americans to overcome
bureaucratic obstacles and create practical solutions.
 Mar-a-Lago: Inside the Gates of Power at Donald Trump's Presidential Palace Leamer, Laurence. The inside
story of how President Donald Trump became King of Palm Beach—and how Palm Beach, and the resort Mar-aLago, continue to be his spiritual home even as president—is told with unrivaled access.
 Zucked: The Education of an Unlikely Activist McNamee, Roger. Tells the story of how a noted tech venture
capitalist, and an early mentor to Mark Zuckerberg and investor in his company, woke up to the serious damage
Facebook was doing to our society and set out to try to stop it.
 Camelot's End: Kennedy vs. Carter and the Fight that Broke the Democratic Party Ward, Jon. Draws on
interviews with major political leaders in an account of Ted Kennedy's 1980 campaign to secure the Democratic
presidential nomination instead of incumbent Jimmy Carter that discusses how their rivalry reflected significant
party changes.
NONFICTION: Science
 Liquid Rules: The Delightful and Dangerous Substances That Flow Through Our Lives Miodownik, Mark.
The New York Times best-selling author of Stuff Matters shows readers the secret lives of liquids: the shadow
counterpart of our solid "stuff."
NONFICTION: Self-Help
 Craftfulness: Mend Yourself by Making Things Davidson, Rosemary & Tahsin, Arzu. Integrating mindfulness,
neuroscience, positive psychology and creativity research, the authors offer a thought-provoking and surprising
reconsideration of craft, and how making things with one's hands can connect people to their deepest selves and
improve their overall happiness.
 The Warrior Code: 11 Principles to Unleash the Badass Inside of You Hanible, Tee Marie, with Denene
Millner. A first book by the military trainer on American Grit and National Veteran's Chair for the Women's March
describes the profound violence that marked her youth and her achievements as the only woman Marine in her Iraqdeployed unit.
 Positively Unstoppable: The Art of Owning It Page, Diamond Dallas. Foreword by Mick Foley. A pro-wrestling
champion shares the story of his therapeutic journey with yoga while explaining the principles of his revolutionary
and highly successful DDP Yoga program, outlining a 13-week fitness, nutrition and rehabilitation program for
taking control of pain.
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90 Seconds to a Life You Love: How to Master Your Difficult Feelings to Cultivate Lasting Confidence,
10
Resilience, and Authenticity Rosenberg, Joan I. Reveals how eight commonly misunderstood core emotions can
be recognized and balanced to minimize sabotaging disconnect, reduce anxiety, promote confidence and gain a
greater awareness of personal ambitions.
 Brave, Not Perfect: Fear Less, Fail More, and Live Bolder Saujani, Reshma. The best-selling author and founder
of the Girls Who Code nonprofit shares insights into the toxic cultural standards affecting girls today, explaining
how girls can transition from perfectionism to more courageous practices that understand the value of imperfection.
NONFICTION: Social Science
 Parkland: Birth of a Movement Cullen, Dave. The New York Times best-selling author of Columbine offers a
deeply moving account of the extraordinary teenage survivors of Parkland who became activists and pushed back
against the NRA and Congressional leaders—inspiring millions of Americans to join their grassroots #neveragain
movement.
 Good Kids, Bad City: A Story of Race and Wrongful Conviction in America Swenson, Kyle. An award-winning
investigative journalist documents the true story of one of the longest wrongful imprisonment cases in U.S. history,
detailing how three African-American men were incarcerated for nearly four decades before a questionable young
witness recanted his testimony.
BIOGRAPHY & AUTOBIOGRAPHY
 Henry VIII: And the Men Who Made Him Borman, Tracy. An acclaimed historian offers a new portrait of Henry
VIII and the men who greatly impacted his life and historic reign.
 Wild Bill: The True Story of the American Frontier's First Gunfighter Clavin, Tom. The best-selling author of
Dodge City traces the life of the true James Butler "Wild Bill" Hickok, from his service as a Union spy and lawman
to his famous romances and the confrontations that shaped his gunfighter legend.
 How to Be Loved: A Memoir of Lifesaving Friendship Fisher, Eva. A luminous memoir that explains how
friendship saved one woman’s life is for anyone who has loved a friend who was sick, grieving or lost—and for
anyone who has struggled to seek or accept help.
 Don't Let Me Down: A Memoir Hosier, Erin. The co-author of Patty Schemel's Hit So Hard describes her
complicated relationship with her hippie Christian mother and mercurial father, whose violent mood swings and
love of music shaped her adult relationships.
 The Pope: Francis, Benedict, and the Decision That Shook the World McCarten, Anthony. The Academy
Award-nominated screenwriter of The Theory of Everything and Darkest Hour tells the revealing tale of an
unprecedented transfer of power, and of two very different men—who both happen to live in the Vatican. Basis for
the forthcoming film.
 When Death Becomes Life: Notes From a Transplant Surgeon Mezrich, Joshua D. A portrait of the
extraordinary field of organ transplantation draws on a century of advancement to discuss its pioneers, science and
ethical challenges as well as the ways that organ transplants have revolutionized medical care.



Prisoner: My 544 Days in an Iranian Prison—Solitary Confinement, a Sham Trial, High-Stakes Diplomacy,
and the Extraordinary Efforts It Took to Get Me Out Rezaian, Jason. The former Tehran bureau chief describes
how he was kept hostage for 18 months on trumped-up charges of espionage and rendered a pawn in high-stakes
diplomatic talks that became a part of the Iran nuclear deal.
 Grateful American: A Journey From Self to Service Sinise, Gary, with Marcus Brotherton. The Oscar-nominated
Hollywood Walk of Famer shares the lesser-known story of his journey from a troublemaking Chicago youth to cofounder of the legendary Steppenwolf Theater Company and advocate for America's active duty defenders, veterans
and first responders.
 All the Lives We Ever Lived: Seeking Solace in Virginia Woolf Smyth, Katharine. An intimate work of memoir
and literary criticism describes how the author found literary solace and insights in Virginia Woolf's To the
Lighthouse while mourning a beloved parent's death.
 The Master Plan: My Journey from Life in Prison to a Life of Purpose Wilson, Chris, with Bret Witter.
Foreword by Wes Moore. Presents the inspiring, instructive and ultimately triumphant memoir of a man who used
hard work and a Master Plan to turn a life sentence into a second chance.
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- -------------------------------LARGE PRINT FICTION: Christian
 With this Pledge (The Carnton Series) Alexander, Tamera. From the pages of history and the personal accounts of
those who endured the Battle of Franklin...
 In Too Deep (Dive Team Investigations) Blackburn, Lynn H. When the Carrington dive team discovers an
encrypted laptop with connection to an open murder case, detective Adam Campbell turns to the only person he can
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The Forgiving Jar (The Prayer Jars) Brunstetter, Wanda E. "Sara Murray had never met her mother's parents
and was surprised to learn after her death that they were Amish living in Pennsylvania. When she is finally able to
make the trip to meet them, she is shocked to learn someone else has been living with themand pretending to be
Sara. Sara can't understand how quickly her grandparents are willing to forgive the imposter. Secrets and deceit
seem to follow Sara, and she is so tired of it. Though soon she meets Brad Fuller who is visiting her grandparents for
Christmas. She likes him a lot, but even he seems to pull away from her, not being totally honest. Struggling, Sara
finds an old canning jar hidden in the barn that is full of encouraging prayers. Can Sara find a way to forgive the
past and move on to building new relationships?"- Moondust Lake: Miramar Bay Trilogy (Miramar Bay Trilogy: Platinum Fiction) Bunn, T. Davis. Buddy
Helms lives and works under the thumb of his powerful father. He’s proved himself time and again to the
manipulative patriarch even saving the company from financial ruin. Yet for six years Buddy’s waited to hear that
he’s worthy of his father’s love and respect. Now, after another cold dismissal, Buddy’s slamming the door on
everything he’s strived for. When his church counselor recommends a soothing tonic for his disillusionment,
frustration, and rage, he grabs at it: the solitude of Moondust Lake, a retreat just outside Miramar Bay.
 Secrets at Cedar Cabin (A Lavender Tides Novel) Coble, Colleen. Her mother lied about her identity and her
husband wasn’t who she thought he was—can Bailey even trust herself anymore?
 Hidden Among the Stars Dobson, Melanie. From the award-winning author of Catching the Wind, which
Publishers Weekly called “unforgettable” and a “must-read,” comes another gripping time-slip novel about hidden
treasure, a castle, and ordinary people who resisted evil in their own extraordinary way.
 Mending Fences (The Deacon's Family) Fisher, Suzanne Woods. Luke Schrock is a new and improved man after a
stint in rehab, though everyone in Stoney Ridge only remembers the old Luke. They might have forgiven him, but
nobody trusts him.
 Never Let Go (Uncommon Justice) Goddard, Elizabeth. As a forensic genealogist, Willow Anderson is following
in her late grandfather's footsteps in her quest for answers about a baby abducted from the hospital more than twenty
years ago. The case may be cold, but things are about to heat up when someone makes an attempt on her life to keep
her from discovering the truth.
 Jerusalem's Queen (The Silent Years) Hunt, Angela. Born in the small village of Modein, a town made famous by
the warrior Maccabees, Salome Alexandra knows better than to harbor grand dreams for her future. She pales in
comparison to her beautiful older sister, and though she learns to read at an early age, girls are not valued for their
intellectual ability. But when her father and sister are killed, John Hyrcanus, a distant relative, invites Salome and
her mother to live with his family in Jerusalem, where her thirst for knowledge is noticed and indulged.
 The Stranger Maran, Linda. When Kristen Esh loses her mom in a tragic accident months before her 18th birthday,
she suddenly finds herself among Amish relatives she never knew she had. The dramatic change from the Jersey
Shore to remote upstate New York is difficult enough, but abiding by the Amish rules and lifestyle is a challenge
unlike any other. As she discovers secrets that unravel her true identity, she finds an unlikely ally in John Wagler,
the step-son of her aunt. He lessens Kristen's fears and encourages her faith. Interwoven with gradual revelations is
the growing love between Kristen and John. One that encourages forgiveness and helps seal Kristen's fate.
 Reason to Breathe: The Breathing Series (A Chandler Sisters Novel) Raney, Deborah. In the affluent town of
Weslyn, Connecticut, where most people worry about what to be seen in and who to be seen with, Emma Thomas
would rather not be seen at all. She's more concerned with feigning perfection--pulling down her sleeves to conceal
the bruises, not wanting anyone to know how far from perfect her life truly is. Without expecting it, she finds love. It
challenges her to recognize her own worth?at the risk of revealing the terrible secret she's desperate to hide.
 Dark Lake Revell, Clare. Archaeologist Dr. Lou Fitzgerald is used to unexpected happenings, and they don't
usually faze her. After surviving a childhood disability, and dealing with an unfair boss, Lou has learned the art of
rolling with the punches. But when she arrives at Dark Lake, what was supposed to be a simple archaeological dig is
beyond even her wildest imaginations. Landowner Evan Close has his own reasons for keeping the secrets of Dark
Lake, and this attractive interloper is a menace. Her precious dig threatens to bring his house of cards tumbling
down around him, and he feels helpless to stop it. It soon becomes apparent there are dark forces at work, and Lou's
simple assignment turns into a mystery. Solving that mystery comes with a steep price.
 Things Left Unsaid Walsh, Courtney. Lyndie St. James is thrilled that her best friend, Elle, is getting married, but
unprepared for the emotional storm of the wedding week and returning to her childhood summer home of
Sweethaven. The idyllic cottage community harbors some of her best — and worst — memories. It’ s not only the
tragic death of her childhood friend Cassie that has haunted her for ten years, it’ s the other secrets she’ s buried
that have kept her from moving on.
LARGE PRINT FICTION: General
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Four Hundred and Forty Steps to the Sea Alexander, Sara. In a richly romantic novel set in stunning Positano,
12
Italy, Sara Alexander weaves a story of love, family loyalty, and sacrifice spanning five decades . . .
 The Line That Held Us Joy, David. A deer hunter and his friend cover up the accidental shooting death of a man
from a notoriously violent family, which discovers the crime and retaliates in nightmarish ways.
 I Owe You One Kinsella, Sophie. From the author of Surprise Me comes an irresistible story of love and
empowerment about a young woman with a complicated family, a handsome man who might be “the one,” and an
IOU that changes everything.
 A Time of Love and Tartan: A 44 Scotland Street Novel (44 Scotland Street: Platinum Fiction) Smith,
Alexander McCall. When Pat accepts her narcissistic ex-boyfriend Bruce’ s invitation for coffee, she has no idea of
the complications in her romantic and professional life that will follow. Meanwhile, Matthew, her boss at the art
gallery, attracts the attention of the police after a misunderstanding at the local bookstore.
LARGE PRINT FICTION: Mystery & Detective
 The Whispered Word, No. 2 (Secret, Book, & Scone Society) Adams, Ellery. Nora Pennington and her fictionloving friends in small-town Miracle Springs, North Carolina, encounter a young woman desperately in need of a
new beginning.
 The Girl From Berlin, No. 5 (Liam Taggart and Catherine Lockhart) Balson, Ronald H. Lockhart and Taggart
investigate a German violin prodigy's handwritten records from Berlin's interwar period to resolve a land dispute
between a powerful corporation and a woman facing the loss of her Tuscan hills home.
 Purls and Poison (A Black Sheep & Company Mystery) Canadeo, Anne. When a fellow Black Sheep Knitter is
suspected of poisoning her coworker, the group puts down their needles and takes up their friend's defense . . .
 Tail of the Dragon (A Zodiac Mystery) Di Marco, Connie. A rare astrological event could help San Francisco
astrologer Julia Bonatti avoid a deadly destiny.
 Murder Has a Motive (A Mordecai Tremaine Mystery) Duncan, Francis. When Mordecai Tremaine emerges
from the train station in the village of Dalmering, murder is the last thing on his mind. But he has never been able to
resist anything in the way of a mystery-and a mystery is precisely what awaits him in the small hamlet.
 Wine and Punishment, No. 1 (Literary Pub) Fox, Sarah. The owner of a literary pub finds her efforts to start over
in a quaint Vermont community challenged by a suspicious fire and the untimely death of her compulsive gambler
ex.
 One Taste Too Many: A Sarah Blair Mystery (Sarah Blair Mysteries) Goldstein, Debra H. For culinarychallenged Sarah Blair, there’s only one thing scarier than cooking from scratch murder!
 The Lost Man Harper, Jane. Meeting at the remote fence line separating their cattle ranches on an isolated belt of
the Australian outback, two brothers navigate the haunting realities of the isolation that ended their third brother's
life.
 The Cats Came Back (A Magical Cats Mystery) Kelly, Sofie. Small-town librarian Kathleen Paulson often seems
to gets mixed up in murder, but luckily, her very special cats always find a way to help her close a case . . .
 The Spirit in Question (A Lila Maclean Academic Mystery) Kuhn, Cynthia. English professor Lila Maclean
knew drama would be involved when she agreed to consult on Stonedale University's production of Puzzled: The
Musical. But she didn't expect to find herself cast into such chaos: the incomprehensible play is a disaster, the
crumbling theater appears to be haunted, and, before long, murder takes center stage.
 Residue, No. 13 (Kevin Kerney) McGarrity, Michael. Former police chief Kevin Kerney is wrongly targeted as a
prime suspect in a brutal cold-case murder investigation.
 The Blood (Jem Flockhart Mysteries) Thomson, E S. A world of secrets, murder, and betrayal lie behind the
London waterfront. . . .
LARGE PRINT FICTION: Science Fiction
 An Absolutely Remarkable Thing Green, Hank. The first to document the appearance of the Carls, giant robot-like
statues popping up around the world, April May finds herself at the center of an intense international media spotlight
that puts her relationships, identity and safety at risk.
 The Consuming Fire, No. 2 (The Interdependency) Scalzi, John. Interdependency leader Emperox Grayland II
races to safeguard humanity's interstellar empire from the collapse of the extra-dimensional conduit that billions
depend on for survival.
LARGE PRINT FICTION: Suspense
 Open Your Eyes Daly, Paula. From acclaimed novelist and “master of psychological thrillers” (Library Journal)
Paula Daly, Open Your Eyes follows a bestselling crime novelist’s tragic turn from fictional perpetrator into real-life
victim.
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Time's Convert, No. 1 (All Souls Universe) Harkness, Deborah. A Revolutionary War-era doctor seizes a
13
chance to become a vampire, only to find the ancient traditions governing his new life clashing with the deeply
held beliefs of his former one.
 Final Shadows: A Bishop Files Novel Hooper, Kay. Tasha Solomon’s world turned upside-down when the psychic
abilities she had tried so hard to live with in secret suddenly made her a target stalked by unseen enemies.
 The Exes' Revenge Jakeman, Jo. A wickedly dark debut thriller about three women who've all been involved with
the same man and realize the one thing they have in common is that they all want revenge against him...
 The Current Johnston, Tim. Surviving the accident that killed her friend, a young woman delves into the case of
another victim from a decade earlier to identify a killer among her neighbors.
 Presidio Kennedy, Randy. With a page-turning plot about a kidnapped child, gorgeously written scenes that probe
the soul of the American West, and an austere landscape as real as any character, Presidio packs a powerful punch of
anomie, dark humor, pathos, and suspense.
 The Silent Patient Michaelides, Alex. Promising to be the debut novel of the season The Silent Patient is a
shocking psychological thriller of a woman's act of violence against her husband?and of the therapist obsessed with
uncovering her motive…
LARGE PRINT FICTION: Western
 The Guns of Frank Eaton Althouse, David. "My boy, may an old man's curse rest upon you, if you do not try to
avenge your father!" Answering those words, young Frank Eaton determines to settle with each of the six men who
had riddled his father full of lead. Frank's thirst for a reckoning takes him across the lawless Indian Territory, to
Southwest City, Missouri, to the wide-open mesa lands of eastern New Mexico and, finally, to Albuquerque. Curses
hide behind every corner of the devil and death trail as Frank rides hell-bent on a quest that will send him into
legend either as an outlaw, or a hero.
 Jigger Bunts: A Circle V Western Brand, Max. Every fall Tom Reynard, ramrod for the Bar L, had a hard time
finding cowpunchers willing to work the winter range in the bleak badlands near the Sioux reservation. So when
Jigger Bunts, an eighteen-year-old from New York who was familiar with riding and roping, happened along, he
was hired even though his youth was a red flag to Reynard. To pass the time in the bunkhouse, the other cowhands
spin tall tales for Bunts, who they call the kid, about the exploits of Reynard, and soon Reynard becomes Bunts’ s
hero and role model. Reynard quickly tires of the hero worship, so he concocts a new hero for the kid in Louis
Dalfieri, based merely on a picture. Dalfieri replaces Reynard in the kid’ s mind as his hero, especially when the
yarns the punchers tell the kid about this two-gun Robin Hood become outrageous.
 The Last Warrior (The Life and Times of Yellow Boy, Mescalero Apache) Farmer, W. Michael. The Last
Warrior, The Life and Times of Yellow Boy, Mescalero Apache, Book 3, continues the powerful story of the
Mescalero Apaches fighting for tribal survival against determined ignorance from autocratic government overseers,
countering attacks from those misusing their supernatural powers, and choosing sides in White Eye conflicts.
Yellow Boy, the last warrior, stands in the turmoil helping to save his tribal culture, destroying a witch seeking
blood vengeance, and bringing justice to an American crime. It is truth told with fiction that transports the reader to
different times and places, cultures and religions, histories and backgrounds disappearing with the passing of the old
Apaches, the other side of Apache history lived by a people who survived the battle for their life-ways.
 Snake Oil: It All Comes Around Galloway, Marcus. To some, Henry Whiteoak is an outlaw. Some see him as a
simple salesman out to ply his trade from the back of a garishly painted wagon. In the Badlands of the Dakota
Territories, Henry Whiteoak crosses paths with a string of bounty hunters out to claim the growing price that had
been put on his head. Unfortunately, the men he's wronged throughout his colorful past don't intend on letting
Whiteoak live long enough to spend the money he stole. At least Henry has a few friends that see the medicine man
for what he truly is: a man who has a good heart buried somewhere beneath all those layers of fancy clothes.
 Borderland (The Borderland Trilogy) Hunt, Greg.
 Luke Jensen Bounty Hunter: Legion of Fire Johnstone, William W. Embarking on a rescue mission, Luke Jensen,
fast on the trail of the Legion of Fire, who have female hostages, including the marshal’s daughter, will stop at
nothing to take them down one by one in a hail of bullets.
 The Range Detectives Johnstone, William W. From the bestselling masters of western fiction comes two tough
frontier detectives who solve the bloodiest crimes with bravado, brains, and bullets blazing . . .
 A Reason to Die (A Perley Gates Western) Johnstone, William W. From bestselling authors William W. and J.A.
Johnstone—the explosive adventures of Perley Gates, who’s carving out his own legacy in the violent American
frontier . . .
 Shotgun: These Violent Times Joyner, C. Courtney. Out of the lawless west rises the legend of John “Shotgun”
Bishop—half man, half killing machine, and all vengeance . . .
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Return to Vengeance Creek (The Sons of Daniel Shaye) Randisi, Robert J. Career lawman Daniel Shaye has
14
returned to the town of Vengeance Creek, Arizona with his two sons, Thomas and James, to take on the jobs of
sheriff and deputies. Before long, they find themselves embroiled in cases of murder and revenge.
 Noose (A Joe Noose Western) Red, Eric. In the cutthroat world of bounty hunters, Joe Noose is as honest as they
come. Which isn't saying much. Just look at his less-than-honest colleagues. They framed Joe for a murder they
committed. They made sure Joe's face wound up on a wanted poster. Now they're gonna hunt Joe down and collect
the reward money. There's just one problem: Joe Noose thinks it's his bounty. It's his reward. And it's their funeral . .
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- -------------------------LARGE PRINT BIOGRAPHY
 Wild Bill: The True Story of the American Frontier's First Gunfighter Clavin, Tom. The best-selling author of
Dodge City traces the life of the true James Butler "Wild Bill" Hickok, from his service as a Union spy and lawman
to his famous romances and the confrontations that shaped his gunfighter legend.
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ----------------------------------CD’S FICTION: Christian
 The Light Before Day (Nantucket Legacy) Fisher, Suzanne Woods. Bestselling author Suzanne Woods Fisher
surprises and delights with this story of hope and renewal, love and redemption, arriving just when most needed.
 Jerusalem's Queen (The Silent Years) Hunt, Angela. When her father and sister are killed, a distant relative
invites Salome and her mother to live with his family in Jerusalem. Quickly betrothed to a pagan prince half her age,
Salome questions Gods plan. But when she suddenly finds herself being crowned queen of Judea, she learns that a
woman committed to God can change the world.
 Bride of Ivy Green (Tales from Ivy Hill) Klassen, Julie. Don't miss this romantic, stirring conclusion to Tales from
Ivy Hill.
 Under the Midnight Sun (The Heart of Alaska) Peterson, Tracie. The summer brings unexpected guests and
trouble to Curry. With his reputation at stake, will Thomas be able to protect Tayler from the danger that follows?
 A Season of Grace (Under Northern Skies) Snelling, Lauraine. The only thing missing from Nilda's life is love.
But though she has two suitors--a quiet schoolteacher and a handsome lumberjack--Nilda feels hesitant. A terrifying
experience in Norway has made her cautious where men are concerned. When she thinks she sees the man in
question, all her fears come flooding back. Is it possible the danger has followed her across the Atlantic? If Dreng
Nygaard is truly in Minnesota, all of her dreams for the future could come crashing down around her.
 The Christmas Remedy: An Amish Christmas Romance Woodsmall, Cindy. When an Old Order Amish woman
takes a job at a small-town pharmacy struggling to survive in a world of "big box" stores, her motive is to help her
Plain community. But the advent of the holiday season brings an unusual mystery to the surface--and possibly love.
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ----------------------------------DVD: Adventure
 First Man First Man, the riveting story behind the first manned mission to the moon, focuses on Neil Armstrong
(Ryan Gosling) and the decade leading to the historic Apollo 11 flight.
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